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Abstract
The following search model of a coin-weighing problem is considered: G has n coins, n − 2 of
which are good coins of the same weightwg, one counterfeit coin of weightwh is heavier and another
counterfeit coin of weightwl is lighter (wh+wl= 2wg). The weighing device is a two-arms balance.
LetNA(k) be the number of coins for which k weighings sufﬁce to identify the two counterfeit coins
by algorithmA and let U(k) = max{n | n(n − 1)3k} be the information-theoretic upper bound
of the number of coins; then,NA(k)U(k). One is concerned with the question whether there is an
algorithmA such thatNA(k) = U(k) for all integers k. It is proved that the information-theoretic
upper bound U(k) is always achievable for all even integer k4. For odd integer k3, we establish
a general method of approximating the information-theoretic upper bound arbitrarily. The ideas and
techniques of this paper can be employed easily to settle other models of two counterfeit coins.
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1. Introduction
The problem of locating d counterfeit coins out of a set of n coins, n−d of which are good
coins having the same weight, is a classical problem in the area of combinatorial search
theory. The aim is to ﬁnd an optimal algorithm which identiﬁes these d counterfeit coins
using as few weighings as possible. Two measures are commonly utilized to estimate the
efﬁciency of an algorithm: the worst-case number of weighings and the average number of
weighings needed to locate these d counterfeit coins. Two classes of algorithms are usually
considered: sequential algorithm and predetermined algorithm. Moreover, two classes of
weighing device, test-type device and comparison-type device, have been considered. Many
results on various models of the test-type device have been obtained in [4–7,10–17,19].
The most popular comparison-type device is the r-arms balance with which to compare
the weights of r equally sized subsets of coins. For more details, we refer the reader to
[1,2,8,9,18,21–25]. In this paper, we consider the worst-case sequential algorithm, and the
weighing device is a two-arms balance.
Some better results on case d = 1 have been obtained in [2,8,9,21]. Case d = 2 yields
ﬁve models under some assumptions and Ghh(n), Ghl(n) are two basic models; see [22].
Many papers have been devoted to the basic model Ghh(n); see [2,3,16,20,24]. This paper
is devoted to the basic model Ghl(n): G has n coins, n− 2 of which are good coins of the
same weight wg, one counterfeit coin of weight wh is heavier and another counterfeit coin
of weight wl is lighter (wh + wl = 2wg).
To make the problem clear, we establish some basic notations and terminologies. Let
G = {1, 2, . . . , n} be the initial set of n suspectable coins. For any j ∈ G, jh (jl) means
that coin j is a heavier (lighter) coin. Ghl(n){(ih, jl)|1 i, jn; i 
= j} is the set of all
possible solutions of model Ghl(n). It is obvious that |Ghl(n)| = n(n− 1).
LetWA(Ghl(n)) be the number of weighings of algorithm A ﬁnding the solution of
Ghl(n) (which coin is the heavier one and which is the lighter one), and letW(Ghl(n))=
minA{WA(Ghl(n))} be the least number of weighings required to ﬁnd the solution of the
model Ghl(n). It is evident that
log3{n(n− 1)}W(Ghl(n))WA(Ghl(n)). (1)
One is concerned with the question: Is the information-theoretic lower bound log3{n
(n−1)} achievable for n2?, i.e.,W(Ghl(n))=log3{n(n−1)} for n2? It is useful to
introduce another criterion of the number of coinswhich is equivalent to the above criterion
of the number of weighings but augments its details. LetNA(Ghl(n); k) be the number of
coins for which k weighings sufﬁce to identify the solution ofGhl(n) by algorithmA, and
letN(Ghl(n); k) = max
A
{NA(Ghl(n); k)}, U(Ghl(n); k) = max{n|n(n − 1)3k} be the
information-theoretic upper bound of coin number. Thus, for k1,
NA(Ghl(n); k)N(Ghl(n); k)U(Ghl(n); k). (2)
Similarly, one is concerned with the question: is the information-theoretic upper bound
U(Ghl(n); k) achievable for k1? i.e., N(Ghl(n); k) = U(Ghl(n); k) for k1? This
paper concerns only the model Ghl(n); to simplify the notations, we denote U(Ghl(n); k),
NA(Ghl(n); k) and N(Ghl(n); k) by U(k), NA(k) and N(k), respectively. In the
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abbreviated notations, one is concerned with the question: doesN(k) = U(k) hold for
k1? A known result on the information-theoretic upper bound U(k) is the following
Lemma 1; (see [22, Theorem 4]).
Lemma 1. Let U(k)=max{n|n(n− 1)3k}, D(k)= 3k − U(k)(U(k)− 1).We have (i)
U(2k)= 3k for integer k1. (ii) If k is an odd positive integer, then U(1)= 2 and
U(k + 2)=


3U(k)− 1 if 0<D(k)< 2U(k)
3
,
3U(k) if 2U(k)
3
D(k)< 4U(k)
3
,
3U(k)+ 1 if 4U(k)
3
D(k)< 2U(k).
It is evident that the information-theoretic upper boundU(k) is not always achievable for
all positive integers k. For example, U(2)= 3 and 2 weighings cannot identify the solution
of Ghl(3). The following two theorems summarize the main results of this paper.
Theorem 1. There exists a worst-case sequential algorithm A1 such that NA1(2k) =
U(2k) for all integers k2. In other words, the information-theoretic upper bound U(k)
is achievable for all even integers k4.
Theorem 2. There exists a worst-case sequential algorithmA2 such thatNA2(2k+ 1)=
5 · 3k−1 for all integers k1 and the gap U(2k + 1)−NA2(2k + 1) is very small.
Wenote that the result ofTheorem1 is perfect, but that ofTheorem2 is just ‘good enough’.
How can we make the gap U(2k + 1)−NA2(2k + 1) smaller? Lemma 6 gives a general
method of approximating the information-theoretic upper bound U(2k + 1) arbitrarily.
This paper is organized in the following way: Section 2 gives some notations, terminolo-
gies and the Structure Theorem, Isomorphism Theorem, Isomorphism Class Theorem of
the search domains. Theorems 1 and 2 are proved in Section 3. Section 4 contains the proof
of the key Lemma 6 which is needed in proving Theorems 1 and 2.
2. Structure and isomorphism of search domains
We follow the notations and terminologies of [22]. Let G = {1, 2, . . . , n} be the initial
set of n suspectable coins. L : R is called a test-set if L,R ⊂ G, L ∩ R = ∅ and |L| = |R|
(no information can be obtained by weighing two unequal-sized sets, see [2]). A weighing
L : R means that we perform the weighing of L against R and L, R is placed on the left,
the right pan of the two-arms balance. L, R are called the left test-set, the right test-set of
this weighing, respectively. The outcome of one weighing must be one of the three possible
feedbacks: “left-heavy”, “right-heavy” or “balance”, denoted by f =−1, 1, 0, respectively.
A search domain being consistent with the feedback f can be determined uniquely, denoted
by Sf or Ff (S). Generally, for any integer 1, Sf1f2···f or Ff1f2···f(S) denotes the
search domain determined by the feedback sequence f1f2 · · · f of these  weighings. A
search domain Sf1f2···f is called ﬁnal if |Sf1f2···f | = 1. We call a tree ternary if each node
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has at most three sons. A worst-case sequential algorithm can be represented by a ternary
tree T whose root corresponds to the initial search domain and whose leaves correspond
to the ﬁnal search domains; each internal node corresponds to a search domain Sf1f2···f .If
Sf1f2···f 
= ∅, then the tree T contains a node labelled by Sf1f2···f whose f -son search
domain exists (labelled by Sf1f2···ff ) if Sf1f2···ff 
= ∅; it does not exist otherwise. It
is obvious that S = S−1 + S0 + S1 for any search domain S and a worst-case sequential
algorithm A identiﬁes the solution of S by k = log3|S| weighings if and only if (1)
|L| = |R| ( = 1, 2, . . . , k), where L : R is the test-set of the th weighing, and (2)
|Sf1f2···f |3k− for 1k.
When one weighing L : R is performed, the coin set N which are suspectable coins and
not placed on any pans of the balance is called the remaining suspectable set. The feedback
f = 0 implies that “both the heavier and the lighter coins are contained in L or N or R”;
f =−1 implies that “the heavier coin is in L, the lighter coin in N” or “the heavier coin is
in L, the lighter coin in R” or “the heavier coin is in N , the lighter coin in R”; and f = 1
implies that “the heavier coin is in R, the lighter coin inN” or “the heavier coin is in R, the
lighter coin in L” or “the heavier coin is in N , the lighter coin in L”.
In order to describe the structure of the search domain, two basic notations are introduced.
For A ⊆ G = {1, 2, . . . , n}, Ahl = {(ih, jl)|i, j ∈ A; i 
= j} denotes the conﬁguration
such that A contains one heavier coin and one lighter coin. For two disjoint sets A,B ⊆
G, AhBl = {(ih, jl)|i ∈ A, j ∈ B} denotes the conﬁguration such that A contains one
heavier coin and B contains one lighter coin. It is evident that |Ahl| = |A|(|A| − 1) and
|AhBl| = |BlAh| = |A| · |B| (we can safely consider BlAh the same as AhBl because both
(jl, ih) and (ih, jl)mean that coin i is the heavier one and coin j is the lighter one).To observe
the structure of the search domain clearly, if necessary, we use the notationPath[AhBlChDl]
to denote AhBl + BlCh + ChDl. Thus, the above facts can be represented as follows:
F0(L,N,R)= Lhl +Nhl + Rhl,
F−1(L,N,R)=NhRl + LhRl + LhNl = Path[NhRlLhNl],
F1(L,N,R)=NhLl + RhLl + RhNl = Path[NhLlRhNl]. (3)
Suppose we have chosen the test-setL(S) : R(S) for a given search domain S, and letN(S)
be the remaining suspectable set. It is obvious that for f ∈ {−1, 0, 1}
Sf =Ff (S)=Ff (L(S),N(S), R(S))
⋂
S. (4)
Example 1. Let S =Ghl(5 · 32) andG= {1, 2, . . . , 45} be the initial set of 45 suspectable
coins. If we choose L : R = {1, 2, . . . , 5} : {41, 42, . . . , 45} as the test-set of the ﬁrst
weighing, then the remaining suspectable set is N = G − L − R = {6, 7, . . . , 40}. As
S =Ghl = (L ∪N ∪ R)hl = Lhl +Nhl + Rhl + LhNl + LhRl +NhRl +NhLl + RhLl +
RhNl =Lhl +Nhl +Rhl +Path[NhRlLhNl] +Path[NhLlRhNl], the three resulting search
domains can be obtained by Eqs. (3) and (4):
S0 = Lhl +Nhl + Rhl
= {1, 2, . . . , 5}hl + {6, 7, . . . , 40}hl + {41, 42, . . . , 45}hl, (5)
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S−1 = Path[NhRlLhNl]
= Path[{6, 7, . . . , 40}h{41, 42, . . . , 45}l{1, 2, . . . , 5}h{6, 7, . . . , 40}l], (6)
S1 = Path[NhLlRhNl]
= Path[{6, 7, . . . , 40}h{1, 2, . . . , 5}l{41, 42, . . . , 45}h{6, 7, . . . , 40}l]. (7)
We say that the right-hand side of Eq. (5) (Eq. (6), Eq. (7)) is the representation of search
domain S0 (S−1, S1). A coin set B is called a vertex-set of search domain S if B appears
in the representation of S. In Example 1, the sets L = {1, 2, . . . , 5}, R = {41, 42, . . . , 45}
and N = {6, 7, . . . , 40} are vertex-sets of S0, S−1, S1 ( but sets {1, 2} and {1, 2, . . . , 5, 6}
are not vertex-sets of S0). By V (S) we denote the set of all vertex-sets of search domain
S. Obviously, V (S) is uniquely determined when S is given. V (S) contains all suspectable
coins and the coins which are not contained in V (S) must be good ones. In Example 1,
V (S0)= V (S−1)= V (S1)= {L,N,R} = {{1, 2, . . . , 5}, {6, 7, . . . , 40},
{41, 42, . . . , 45}}.
We see that |S0| = 5 × 4 + 35 × 34 + 5 × 4 = 1230> 36. This means that choosing
L : R= {1, 2, . . . , 5} : {41, 42, . . . , 45} as the test-set of the ﬁrst weighing cannot identify
the solution of S=Ghl(5 ·32) in log3 45×44=7 weighings. It is evident that the resulting
domain Sf depends on the choice of test-set L : R of search domain S and the feedback f
of this weighing. The major difﬁculty in constructing a worst-case sequential algorithm is
how to choose the expected test-sets.
There are 3k possible search domains after k weighings; thus, we have to go through
inﬁnite search domains as our aim is to establish some results which hold for all integers
k1. This aim is impossible to realize by giving the test-sets for each search domain case
by case. So, a universal method to determine all test-sets is necessary. To this aim, we now
establish Deﬁnition 1.
Deﬁnition 1. (1) For integer n, we deﬁne n = m,m,m + 1 if n = 3m, 3m + 1, 3m + 2
and n = n − 2n. Suppose that A = {i1, i2, i3, . . . , in} with i1< i2< i3< · · ·< in. Let
A−1= {ij |1jn}, A0= {ij |n+ 1jn+ n}, and A1= {ij |n+ n+ 1jn}.
The ternary set (A−1, A0, A1) is called the ternary ordered partition ofA. CallA−1, A1 the
left-partition set, the right-partition set of A, respectively. Obviously, for any given set A,
A−1, A0, A1 are determined uniquely, pairwise disjoint and |A−1|=|A1|=|A|, |A0|=|A|.
(2) For a given search domain S, let L(S) be the union of the left-partition set of all
vertex-sets A ∈ V (S) and R(S) be the union of the right-partition set of all vertex-sets
A ∈ V (S), i.e.,
L(S)
⋃
A∈V (S)
A−1, R(S)
⋃
A∈V (S)
A1. (8)
The method of choosing L(S) : R(S) as the test-set of the search domain S is called the
Ternary Ordered Partition Method (denoted by TOP). Now the remaining suspectable set
N(S)= V (S)− L(S)− R(S)=⋃A∈V (S)A0.
(3) By  or {−1, 0, 1} we denote the collection of all feedback sequences of length ,
i.e.,  = {−1, 0, 1} = {f1f2 · · · f|fj ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, 1j}. {−1, 0} and {0, 1} are
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deﬁned similarly. For I = i1i2 · · · i, J = j1j2 · · · j ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, we deﬁne I = J if
and only if im= jm form=1, 2, . . . , ; I > J if and only if there existsm′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }
such that im′ >jm′ and im= jm form=1, 2, . . . , m′ −1; and I  J if and only if im > jm
for m = 1, 2, . . . , . By 0, −1, 1 we denote the feedback sequence of length  and all
feedbacks are 0, −1, 1, respectively.
Example 2. Let S = Ghl(5 · 32) and G = {1, 2, . . . , 45} be the initial set of 45 sus-
pectable coins. By the deﬁnition of ternary ordered partition,G−1 = {1, 2, . . . , 15},G0 =
{16, 17, . . . , 30}, G1 = {31, 32, . . . , 45}. If we use TOP to choose the test-set of S, then
L(S) : R(S)=G−1 : G1 and N = V (S)− L(S)− R(S)=G0. The three resulting search
domains can be obtained by Eqs. (3) and (4) (similar to Example 1):
S0 =G−1hl +G0hl +G1hl
= {1, 2, . . . , 15}hl + {16, 17, . . . , 30}hl + {31, 32, . . . , 45}hl, (9)
S−1 = Path[G0hG1lG−1h G0l ]
= Path[{16, 17, . . . , 30}h{31, 32, . . . , 45}l{1, 2, . . . , 15}h{16, 17, . . . , 30}l],
(10)
S1 = Path[G0hG−1l G1hG0l ]
= Path[{16, 17, . . . , 30}h{1, 2, . . . , 15}l{31, 32, . . . , 45}h{16, 17, . . . , 30}l]. (11)
Remark 1. Numbering coin sets by positive integers will make the representation of the
search domain more clear, but it has two shortcomings that cannot be overcome: num-
bering coin sets by positive integers will take up more space and the Structure Theorem
(Lemma 3) cannot be obtained in a succinct form (it is impossible to get the main results of
this paper without the Structure Theorem). So we will use the abbreviated set notationGF
to denote the set determined uniquely by ternary ordered partition, instead of using the set
notation numbered by positive integers.
Generally, we use (Gf1f2···f−1,Gf1f2···f0,Gf1f2···f1) to denote the ternary ordered
partition of Gf1f2···f . Thus, Deﬁnition 1 deﬁnes recursively a series of sets Gf1f2···f
(fj ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, 1j). In Example 2, what are G−1−1, G−11, G0−1, G01, G1−1,
G11, G−1−1−1, G−1−10, G−1−11, · · ·? They are actually sets determined uniquely by the
deﬁnition of ternary ordered partition:G−1−1 is the left-partition set ofG−1, i.e.,G−1−1=
{1, 2, . . . , 5}; G−11 is the right-partition set of G−1, i.e.,G−11 = {11, 12, . . . , 15}. Simi-
larly, G0−1 = {16, 17, . . . , 20}, G01 = {26, 27, . . . , 30}, G1−1 = {31, 32, . . . , 35}, G11 =
{41, 42, . . . , 45}, G−1−1−1 = {1, 2}, G−1−10 = {3}, G−1−11 = {4, 5}, . . ..
We see that Gf1f2 ∩ Gf ′1f ′2 = ∅ for all f1f2 
= f ′1f ′2, i.e., G−1−1, G−10, G−11, G0−1,
G00, G01, G1−1, G10, G11 are pairwise disjoint. More generally, we have GF ∩GF′ = ∅
for F,F′ ∈ ,F 
= F′ and if |G|=nq · 3k then |GF |=nq · 3k− for F ∈ , 1k.
Remark 2. TOP is well deﬁned. In other words, the test-set L(S) : R(S) of any search
domain S, determined by TOP, satisﬁes L(S) ∩ R(S)= ∅ and |L(S)| = |R(S)|.These two
facts can be proved easily by induction on the number k ofweighings. For the original search
domain S=Ghl(n), verifying the two facts for the ﬁrst weighingL(S) : R(S)=G−1 : G1 is
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trivial (G−1∩G1=∅, |G−1|=|G1|).After this weighing, we have V (Sf )={G−1,G0,G1}
for f ∈ {−1, 0, 1} in view of Eqs. (9)–(11). By the deﬁnition of TOP, the test-set of Sf is
L(Sf ) : R(Sf ), where
L(Sf )=
⋃
A∈V (Sf )
A−1 =G−1−1 ∪G0−1 ∪G1−1,
R(Sf )=
⋃
A∈V (Sf )
A1 =G−11 ∪G01 ∪G11.
We observe that L(Sf ) ∩ R(Sf ) = ∅ (G−1−1, G0−1, G1−1, G−11, G01, G11 are pairwise
disjoint) and |L(Sf )| = |R(Sf )| (|G−1−1| = |G−11|, |G0−1| = |G01|, |G1−1| = |G11|). We
can conclude that any vertex-set of Sf1f2 must be one element of the set {Gf1f2 |f1, f2 ∈
{−1, 0, 1}} even if we do not obtain the exact representation of the search domain Sf1f2 . For
example, we now examine S11. By the deﬁnition ofTOP, L(S1)=G−1−1 ∪G0−1 ∪G1−1,
R(S1)=G−11 ∪G01 ∪G11 and the remaining suspectable coin set N =V (S1)−L(S1)−
R(S1)=G−10 ∪G00 ∪G10. As
S1 =G0hG−1l +G−1l G1h +G1hG0l
= (G0−1 ∪G00 ∪G01)h(G−1−1 ∪G−10 ∪G−11)l
+ (G−1−1 ∪G−10 ∪G−11)l(G1−1 ∪G10 ∪G11)h
+ (G1−1 ∪G10 ∪G11)h(G0−1 ∪G00 ∪G01)l,
F1(L(S1), N(S1), R(S1))=N(S1)hL(S1)l + L(S1)lR(S1)h + R(S1)hN(S1)l
= (G−10 ∪G00 ∪G10)h(G−1−1 ∪G0−1 ∪G1−1)l
+ (G−1−1 ∪G0−1 ∪G1−1)l(G−11 ∪G01 ∪G11)h
+ (G−11 ∪G01 ∪G11)h(G−10 ∪G00 ∪G10)l,
it follows from Eqs. (3) and (4) that
S11 =F1(L(S1), N(S1), R(S1))
⋂
S1
=G00h G−1−1l +G−1−1l G01h +G01h G−10l +G10h G−1−1l +G−1−1l G11h
+G11h G−10l +G10h G0−1l +G0−1l G11h +G11h G00l
= Path[G00h G−1−1l G01h G−10l ] + Path[G10h G−1−1l G11h G−10l ]
+ Path[G10h G0−1l G11h G00l ].
Thus, V (S11)={G00,G−1−1,G01,G−10,G10,G11,G0−1}.We can get the above claim in
a more simple way: if set B is a vertex-set of S11 then B appears in S11, so B must appear
inF1(L(S1), N(S1), R(S1)), i.e., B must be one set of L(S1) or N(S1) or R(S1). There-
fore, B ∈ {G−1−1,G0−1,G1−1,G−10,G00,G10,G−11,G01,G11} = {Gf1f2 |f1, f2 ∈
{−1, 0, 1}}. The same conclusions are true for Sf1f2 (f1, f2 ∈ {−1, 0, 1}).
Suppose Sf1f2···fk is a search domain obtained by using TOP and V (Sf1f2···fk ) =
{B1, B2, . . . , Bm}, where B1, B2, . . . , Bm are pairwise disjoint. By the deﬁnition of TOP,
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the test-set of Sf1f2···fk is L : R, where
L=
⋃
A∈V (Sf1f2 ···fk )
A−1 = B−11 ∪ B−12 ∪ · · · ∪ B−1m ,
R =
⋃
A∈V (Sf1f2 ···fk )
A1 = B11 ∪ B12 ∪ · · · ∪ B1m.
We observe that L ∩ R = ∅ as B−1j , B1j (1jm) are pairwise
disjoint. |L| = |R| as |B−1j | = |B1j | for 1jm. This means that TOP is well deﬁned
for Sf1f2···fk . If set B is a vertex-set of Sf1f2···fkfk+1 , then B appears in Sf1f2···fkfk+1 , so B
must appear inF1(L,N,R), i.e., B must be one set of L or R orN =B01 ∪B02 ∪ · · · ∪B0m.
Therefore,B ∈ {B−1j , B0j , B1j |1jm}, i.e., all elements of V (Sf1f2···fkfk+1) are pairwise
disjoint.
Remark 3. The relation between two feedback sequences in Deﬁnition 1(3) can be used
to get a concrete formula of the search domain. Let I = i1I−1, J = j1J−1 and FS(I 
J){(I, J)|I, J ∈ , I  J}. By the deﬁnition of relation ,
we have
FS(I  J)
= {(i1I−1, j1J−1)|(i1, j1) ∈ FS(I1  J1), (I−1, J−1) ∈ FS(I−1  J−1)}.
(12)
We note that
FS(I1  J1)= {(i1, j1)|i1, j1 ∈ 1, i1  j1} = {(1, 0), (1,−1), (0,−1)}, (13)
so the set FS(I  J) can be determined recursively by Eqs. (12) and (13). For = 2,
FS(I2  J2)= {(i1i2, j1j2)|(i1, j1)= (1, 0), (i2, j2) ∈ FS(I1  J1)}
∪ {(i1i2, j1j2)|(i1, j1)= (1,−1), (i2, j2) ∈ FS(I1  J1)}
∪ {(i1i2, j1j2)|(i1, j1)= (0,−1), (i2, j2) ∈ FS(I1  J1)}
= {(i1i2, j1j2)|(11, 00), (11, 0− 1), (10, 0− 1)}
∪ {(i1i2, j1j2)|(11,−10), (11,−1− 1), (10,−1− 1)}
∪ {(i1i2, j1j2)|(01,−10), (01,−1− 1), (00,−1− 1)}.
We observe that |FS(I1  J1)| = 31, |FS(I2  J2)| = 32, . . . , |FS(I  J)| = 3.
Obviously, FS(I  J){(I, J)|I, J ∈ , I  J} = FS(J  I) can be obtained
from FS(I  J) by exchanging the positions of I and J. We also have |FS(I 
J)| = 3. It is evident that (I, J) ∈ FS(I  J) implies that I ∈ {0, 1} and J ∈
{0,−1}.
We now concentrate our attention on obtaining the structure of a search domain deter-
mined by TOP. For a given search domain S, the three son search domains S0,S−1 and S1
can be obtained by Eqs. (3) and (4), but the following Lemma 2 gives a more convenient
equivalent method. It follows from Eq. (3) that the general structure of the search domain
is only related to two conﬁgurations AhBl (A ∩ B = ∅) and Ahl.
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Lemma 2. Suppose thatFf (S) is the search domain obtained from S after one weighing
determined by TOP and the feedback of this weighing is f ∈ {−1, 0, 1}.We have
F0(Ahl)=
∑
j∈1
A
j
hl = A−1hl + A0hl + A1hl,
F1(Ahl)=
∑
i,j∈1
ij
AihA
j
l = Path[A0hA−1l A1hA0l ],
F−1(Ahl)=
∑
i,j∈1
ij
AihA
j
l = Path[A0hA1lA−1h A0l ]. (14)
F0(AhBl)=
∑
j∈1
A
j
hB
j
l = A−1h B−1l + A0hB0l + A1hB1l ,
F1(AhBl)=
∑
i,j∈1
ij
AihB
j
l = Path[A0hB−1l A1hB0l ],
F−1(AhBl)=
∑
i,j∈1
ij
AihB
j
l = Path[A0hB1l A−1h B0l ]. (15)
Proof. It follows from Deﬁnition 1 that
{(i, j)|i, j ∈ 1, i  j} = {(1, 0), (1,−1), (0,−1)}, (16)
{(i, j)|i, j ∈ 1 and i  j} = {(0, 1), (−1, 1), (−1, 0)}. (17)
For S = Ahl, V (S) = A. Let (A−1, A0, A1) be the ternary ordered partition of A. By the
deﬁnition of TOP, the test-set of S = Ahl is L(S) : R(S) = A−1 : A1 and N(S) = A0.
S=Ahl= (A−1 ∪A0 ∪A1)hl=A−1hl +A0hl+A1hl+A−1h A0l +A−1h A1l +A0hA1l +A0hA−1l +
A1hA
−1
l + A1hA0l , the three resulting search domains can be obtained by Eqs. (3) and (4):
S0 = (A−1hl + A0hl + A1hl) ∩ S
=A−1hl + A0hl + A1hl
=
∑
j∈1
A
j
hl,
S1 = (A0hA−1l + A1hA−1l + A1hA0l ) ∩ S
=A0hA−1l + A1hA−1l + A1hA0l
=
∑
i,j∈1
ij
AihA
j
l
= Path[A0hA−1l A1hA0l ],
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S−1 = (A0hA1l + A−1h A1l + A−1h A0l ) ∩ S
=A0hA1l + A−1h A1l + A−1h A0l
=
∑
i,j∈1
ij
AihA
j
l
= Path[A0hA1lA−1h A0l ].
For S =AhBl, V (S)=A ∪B and A ∩B = ∅. Let (A−1, A0, A1), (B−1, B0, B1) be the
ternary ordered partition of A, B. By the deﬁnition of TOP, the test-set of S = AhBl is
L(S) : R(S) = A−1 ∪ B−1 : A1 ∪ B1 and N(S) = A0 ∪ B0. It follows from Eqs. (3) and
(4) that
S = (A−1 ∪ A0 ∪ A1)h(B−1 ∪ B0 ∪ B1)l
=A−1h B−1l + A−1h B0l + A−1h B1l + A0hB−1l + A0hB0l
+ A0hB1l + A1hB−1l + A1hB0l + A1hB1l ,
F1(L(S),N(S), R(S))=N(S)hL(S)l + R(S)hL(S)l + R(S)hN(S)l
= (A0hA−1l + A0hB−1l + B0hA−1l + B0hB−1l )
+ (A1hA−1l + A1hB−1l + B1hA−1l + B1hB−1l )
+ (A1hA0l + A1hB0l + B1hA0l + B1hB0l ),
F1(AhBl)=F1(L(S),N(S), R(S))
⋂
S
=A0hB−1l + A1hB−1l + A1hB0l
=
∑
i,j∈1
ij
AihB
j
l
= Path[A0hB−1l A1hB0l ].
The formula ofFf (AhBl) (f = 0,−1) can be obtained similarly. 
In order to simplify the notation,wedenote Is , Js ∈ s , Is  Js by Is  Js . For example,
the second formula of Eq. (15) is written asF1(AhBl)=∑ijAihBjl =Path[A0hB−1l A1hB0l ].
Lemma 3 (Structure Theorem). Suppose that SF is the search domain obtained from the
original search domain S =Ghl(nq3k) after  weighings by using TOP (1k). Then,
(1) S0 =∑I∈GIhl .
(2) For s1, S0r1s = ∑
Ir∈r
∑
I′sJ′s
G
Ir I′s
h G
IrJ′s
l .
(3) Generally, S0=∑i (Ai)hl,whereAi are sets of nq3k− coins and pairwise disjoint; For
F 
= 0, SF =∑i (Ai)h(Bi)l, where Ai , Bi are sets of nq3k− coins and Ai ∩Bi =∅.
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Proof. (1) Induction on . For S =Ghl, (G−1,G0,G1) is the ternary ordered partition of
G. It follows from Eq. (14) that S0 =F0(Ghl)=G−1hl +G0hl +G1hl =
∑
i∈1G
i
hl. Suppose
S0 =∑I∈GIhl . Thus, V (S0 )= {GI |I ∈ }. By the deﬁnition of TOP, the test-set of
S0 is L(S0 ) : R(S0 ), where
L(S0 )=
⋃
A∈V (S0 )
A−1 = {GI−1|I ∈ },
R(S0 )=
⋃
A∈V (S0 )
A1 = {GI1|I ∈ }.
We observe that L(S0 ) ∩ R(S0 ) = ∅ and |L(S0 )| = |R(S0 )| are true by virtue of facts:
GI−1∩GI1=∅ and |GI−1|=|GI1| for any I ∈ . This means thatTOP is well deﬁned
for S0 . By Eq. (14) in Lemma 2, we have
S00 =F0(S0 )=
∑
I∈
F0(GIhl)=
∑
I∈
∑
i∈1
G
Ii
hl =
∑
I+1∈+1
G
I+1
hl .
(2) Induction on s. We note that S0r =∑Ir∈rGIrhl . The proof of (1) shows that TOP is
well deﬁned for S0r . By Eq. (14),
S0r1 =F1(S0r )=
∑
Ir∈r
F1(GIrhl)=
∑
Ir∈r
∑
ij
G
Ir i
h G
Ir j
l . (18)
SupposeS0r1s=∑Ir∈r
∑
I′sJ′sG
Ir I′s
h G
IrJ′s
l . SoV (S0r1s )={GIr I
′
s , GIrJ
′
s |Ir ∈ r , I′s  J′s}.
By the deﬁnition of TOP, the test-set of S0r1s is L(S0r1s ) : R(S0r1s ), where
L(S0r1s )=
⋃
A∈V (S0r 1s )
A−1 = {GIr I′s−1,GIrJ′s−1|Ir ∈ r , I′s  J′s},
R(S0r1s )=
⋃
A∈V (S0r 1s )
A1 = {GIr I′s1,GIrJ′s1|Ir ∈ r , I′s  J′s}.
We observe that L(S0r1s ) ∩ R(S0r1s ) = ∅ and |L(S0r1s )| = |R(S0r1s )| are true by virtue
of facts: GIr I′s−1, GIrJ′s−1, GIr I′s1, GIrJ′s1 are pairwise disjoint and |GIr I′s−1| = |GIr I′s1|,
|GIrJ′s−1| = |GIrJ′s1| for any Ir ∈ r , I′s  J′s . This means that TOP is well deﬁned for
S0r1s . By Eq. (15),
S0r1s1 =F1(S0r1s )=
∑
Ir∈r
∑
I′sJ′s
F1(G
Ir I′s
h G
IrJ′s
l )
=
∑
Ir∈r
∑
I′sJ′s
∑
ij
G
Ir I′s i
h G
IrJ′s j
l
=
∑
Ir∈r
∑
I′s+1J′s+1
G
Ir I′s+1
h G
IrJ′s+1
l ,
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where the following fact is used: let I′s+1 = I′s i, J′s+1 = J′sj ; then, I′s+1  J′s+1 ⇔ I′s i 
J′sj ⇔ I′s  J′s and i  j .
(3) It is an easy consequence of (1) and Eqs. (14) and (15). 
The isomorphic and symmetrically isomorphic concepts between two search domainswill
be introduced in Deﬁnition 2. We will establish the Isomorphism Theorem
(Lemma 4) and the Isomorphism Class Theorem (Lemma 5). The Isomorphism Theorem
states that we need only discuss one from every pair of isomorphic (or symmetrically iso-
morphic) search domains. Naturally, we should concentrate our attention on classifying the
3k search domains ( obtained after k weighings) into a number of groups such that all search
domains in one group are mutually isomorphic. Thus, we need only discuss one candidate
of each group. The Isomorphism Class Theorem shows that such a classiﬁcation exists and
there are exactly k + 1 isomorphism classes. More concisely, for all integer k, Sf1f2···fk is
isomorphic to a special search domain S0r1s which is obtained when the feedbacks of the
former r weighings are 0 and the feedbacks of the last s weighings are 1, where r , s are the
number of zero feedback, non-zero feedback of f1f2 · · · fk . i.e., r=|{j |fj =0, 1jk}|,
s = |{j |fj 
= 0, 1jk}| and r + s = k; e.g., for k = 3, the Isomorphism Class Theorem
states that S−1−1−1, S−1−11, S−11−1, S1−1−1, S−111, S1−11, S11−1 are isomorphic to S111;
S−1−10, S−10−1, S0−1−1, S−110,S−101, S0−11, S1−10, S10−1, S01−1, S110, S101 are isomor-
phic to S011; and S100, S010, S−100, S0−10, S00−1 are isomorphic to S001. The k + 1 = 4
candidates are S000, S001, S011, S111 (their exact representations have been obtained in the
Structure Theorem). Thus, the task of giving the 3k test-sets of Sf1f2···fk has been reduced to
that of giving the k+ 1 test-sets of S0r1s . The Isomorphism Theorem and the Isomorphism
Class Theorem play a key role in simplifying the proofs.
Deﬁnition 2. Suppose that S, are two search domains and  : V () → V (S) is a
bijection. For any vertex-set A ∈ , let (A) = {(j)|j ∈ A} be the image-set of A. By
() we denote the search domain obtained from  by changing each A ∈  into (A).
By  we denote the search domain obtained from  by changing “h”, “l” into “l”, “h”,
respectively. S is called isomorphic to  (in symbols S)if S =(), and symmetrically
isomorphic to  (in symbols S) if S.
Example 3. We now examine the two search domains S−1 and S1 in Example 2. We can
conclude that S−1S1 because a bijection  : V (S1) = G−1 ∪ G0 ∪ G1 → V (S−1) =
G−1∪G0∪G1 can be given by(G−1)=G1,(G0)=G0,(G1)=G−1, i.e.,(i)=30+i
for i = 1, 2, . . . , 15, (i)= i for i = 16, 17, . . . , 30, (i)= i − 30 for i = 31, 32, . . . , 45.
Thus, (S1)= S−1 by virtue of Eqs. (10) and (11). We can also conclude that S−1S1. In
fact,
S1 = Path[G0hG−1l G1hG0l ] =G0hG−1l +G−1l G1h +G1hG0l ,
S1 =G0lG−1h +G−1h G1l +G1lG0h = Path[G0hG1lG−1h G0l ] = S−1.
The bijection  : V (S1) → V (S−1) with (S1) = S−1 can be given by (G−1) = G−1,
(G0)=G0, (G1)=G1, i.e., (i)= i for i = 1, 2, . . . , 45.
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IfA,A′ are sets of integers,A∩A′ =∅ and |A|=|A′|, then there always exists a bijection
 : A → A′ such that (A) = A′. Based on this fact, if Aj A′j (1j4) are sets of
integers, pairwise disjoint and |Aj | = |A′j |, then
Path[(A1)h(A2)l(A3)h(A4)l]Path[(A′1)h(A′2)l(A′3)h(A′4)l], (19)
Path[(A1)h(A2)l(A3)h(A1)l]Path[(A′1)h(A′2)l(A′3)h(A′1)l]. (20)
Lemma 4 (Isomorphism Theorem). Suppose S or S. If k weighings can identify
the solution of , then k weighings can also identify the solution of S.
Proof. (1) S implies that there exists a bijection  : V () → V (S) with () = S.
The test-set of S is determined by the following image method: if we have chosen a test-set
L() : R() for  then we choose L(S) : R(S)= (L()) : (R()). It sufﬁces to prove
that Sff for f ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, Sf1f2···fkf1f2···fk can be obtained easily by induction on
k.We notice thatN(S)=V (S)−L(S)−R(S)=(V ())−(L())−(R())=(N()).
It follows from Eqs. (3) and (4) that 1 = {Rh()Nl()+Rh()Ll()+Nh()Ll()}⋂.
(1)= {Rh(S)Nl(S)+ Rh(S)Ll(S)+Nh(S)Ll(S)}
⋂
()
=F1(L(S),N(S), R(S))
⋂
S = S1
Therefore, S11. Similarly, we have S00 and S−1−1.
(2) S implies that there exists a bijection  : V () → V (S)with S=(). The test-
set of S is determined by the following symmetric imagemethod: if we have chosen a test-set
L() : R() for  then we choose L(S) : R(S)= (R()) : (L()). It sufﬁces to prove
that Sff for f ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. In fact, we haveN(S)=V (S)−L(S)−R(S)=(V ())−
(R())−(L())=(N()) and 1={Rl()Nh()+Rl()Lh()+Nl()Lh()}⋂.
(1)= {Rl(S)Nh(S)+ Rl(S)Lh(S)+Nl(S)Lh(S)}
⋂
()
=F1(L(S),N(S), R(S))
⋂
S = S1.
Therefore, S11. Similarly, we have S00 and S−1−1. 
Lemma 5 (Isomorphism Class Theorem). Suppose that SF is the search domain obtained
from S = Ghl(nq · 3k) by using TOP, F = f1f2 · · · f ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, k. Then, SF
is isomorphic to S0r1s , where r = |{j |fj = 0, 1j}|, s = |{j |fj 
= 0, 1j}| and
r + s = .
Proof. If the following facts are proved: (1)SF−1SF1; (2) IfSF′SF , thenSF′fSFf
for f ∈ {−1, 0, 1}; and (3) SF10SF01, then the proof of Isomorphism Class Theo-
rem is an easy consequence of the above facts (1), (2) and (3). We note that (1) and (2)
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imply that SFSF′ ,where F′ is obtained from F by changing each feedback −1 into 1;
(3) and (2) imply that SF′S0r1s . For example, S01−10−11S001111 is true:
S01−10−11
(2)
 S0110−11(as S01−1
(1)
 S011)
(2)
 S011011(as S0110−1
(1)
 S01101),
i.e., S01−10−11S011011. On the other hand,
S011011
(2)
 S010111(as S0110
(3)
 S0101)
(2)
 S001111(as S010
(3)
 S001).
Proof of fact (1). If F 
= 0, then SF =∑i (Ai)h(Bi)l. By Eq. (15) we have
SF1 =
∑
i
Path[(A0i )h(B−1i )l(A1i )h(B0i )l],
SF−1 =
∑
i
Path[(A0i )h(B1i )l(A−1i )h(B0i )l].
The bijection : V (SF1) → V (SF−1)with SF−1=(SF1) can be given by(A0i )=A0i ,
(A1i )= A−1i , (B0i )= B0i and (B−1i )= B1i . Case F = 0 can be proved similarly.
Proof of fact (2). The case F=0 is trivial as SF′S0 implies that F′=0. For F 
= 0,
SF =∑i (Ai)h(Bi)l. SF
′
SF implies that there exists a bijection  : V (SF ) → V (SF′ )
such that SF′ =(SF ).Let Ci =(Ai) andDi =(Bi); then, |Ci | = |Ai | and |Di | = |Bi |.
By SF′ = (SF )=∑i (Ci)h(Di)l and Eq. (15),
SF
′
1 =
∑
i
Path[(C0i )h(D−1i )l(C1i )h(D0i )l].
Combining two representations of SF′1 and SF1, the bijection 1 : V (SF1) → V (SF′1)
with SF′1 = 1(SF1) can be given by 1(A0i ) = C0i , 1(A1i ) = C1i , 1(B0i ) = D0i and
1(B
−1
i )=D−1i (|Ci |=|Ai | and |Di |=|Bi | imply that |A0i |=|C0i |, |A1i |=|C1i |, |B0i |=|D0i |
and |B−1i | = |D−1i |). Similarly, SF
′
fSFf for f ∈ {−1, 0}.
Proof of fact (3). If F 
= 0, then SF =∑i (Ai)h(Bi)l. It follows from Eq. (15) that
SF0 =∑i
∑
j∈{−1,0,1}(A
j
i )h(B
j
i )l. Furthermore,
SF01 =
∑
i
∑
j∈{−1,0,1}
Path[(Aj0i )h(Bj−1i )l(Aj1i )h(Bj0i )l].
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On the other hand, SF1 =∑i[(A0i )h(B−1i )l + (A1i )h(B−1i )l + (A1i )h(B0i )l]. By Eq.(15),
SF10 =
∑
i
∑
j∈{−1,0,1}
[(A0ji )h(B−1ji )l + (A1ji )h(B−1ji )l + (A1ji )h(B0ji )l]
=
∑
i
∑
j∈{−1,0,1}
Path[(A0ji )h(B−1ji )l(A1ji )h(B0ji )l].
We note that |Ajj ′ | = |Aj ′j | for j, j ′ ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. Thus, the bijection 1 : V (SF01) →
V (SF10)withSF10=(SF01) can be given by(Aj0i )=A0ji ,(Aj1i )=A1ji ,(Bj0i )=B0ji
and (Bj−1i )= B−1ji for j ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and all i. Case F = 0 is similar. 
3. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2
Instead of constructing, respectively, the expected algorithms A1 and A2, we will
establish a more general result (Lemma 6) because it can simultaneously resolve both
the even number and odd number of weighings. We prove Theorems 1 and 2 under the
assumption that Lemma 6 is true (the strict proof of Lemma 6 will be given in section 4). By
Gh(n) (Gl(n)) we denote that G has one heavier (lighter) counterfeit coin. The following
Proposition 1 is well known; see [2, p.81].
Proposition 1. log3n weighings can identify the solution of Gh(n) or Gl(n).
Lemma 6. Let nq be an integer with 3q−1<n2q3q and letA,B,C be sets of nq coins and
pairwise disjoint. 2k+ q weighings can identify the solution ofGhl(nq · 3k) if the following
conditions hold:
(1) q weighings can identify the solution of 1(nq)AhBl.
(2) q weighings can identify the solution of 2(nq)Chl.
(3) q + 1 weighings can identify the solution of 3(nq)Path[ChAlBhCl].
Proof of Theorem 1. It sufﬁces to prove that 2k + q weighings can identify the solu-
tion of Ghl(nq · 3k) for q = 4, nq = 9. We need only verify that the three conditions of
Lemma 6 hold.
(1) q = 4 weighings can identify the solution of 1(9) = AhBl by applying Proposition 1
to A and B, respectively.
(2) q = 4 weighings can identify the solution of 2(9)=Chl. Let C = {c1, c2, . . . , c9} and
C−1={c1, c2, c3},C1={c7, c8, c9},C0={c4, c5, c6}.We choose the test-set of the ﬁrst
weighingL : R=C−1 : C1; then, the remaining suspectable setN=C−C−1−C1=C0.
By Eq. (14),
02 = C−1hl + C0hl + C1hl(|02| = 18),12 = Path[C0hC−1l C1hC0l ](|12| = 27),
−12 
1
2.
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The second weighings: L(12) : R(12)= {c1, c7} : {c3, c9}; L(02) : R(02)= {c1, c4, c7} :{c3, c6, c9}. It follows from Eqs. (3) and (4) that
102 = Path[{c4, c5, c6}hc2l c8h{c4, c5, c6}l] + c7hc1l + c9hc3l (|102 | = 9),
112 = Path[{c4, c5, c6}hc1l c9h{c4, c5, c6}l] + c8hc1l + c9hc2l (|112 | = 9),
1−12 = Path[{c4, c5, c6}hc3l c7h{c4, c5, c6}l] + c8hc3l + c7hc2l (112 ),
002 = ∅,
012 = Path[c2hc1l c3hc2l ] + Path[c5hc4l c6hc5l ] + Path[c8hc7l c9hc8l ] (|012 | = 9),
0−12 = Path[c2hc3l c1hc2l ] + Path[c5hc6l c4hc5l ] + Path[c8hc9l c7hc8l ] (012 ).
The third weighings: L(102 ) : R(102 )={c4, c7} : {c6, c9}; L(112 ) : R(112 )={c4, c7, c3} :{c6, c8, c2} (c7 and c3 are two coins known to be good) and L(012 ) : R(012 ) = {c1, c9} :{c3, c7}. The fourth weighing is given in the bracket behind.
1002 = Path[c5hc2l c8hc5l ] (c4 : c5), 1102 = Path[c5hc1l c9hc5l ] (c4 : c5),
1012 = c6hc2l + c8hc4l + c9hc3l (c6 : c8), 1112 = {c6, c8}hc1l + c9hc4l (c6 : c8),
10−12 = c4hc2l + c8hc6l + c7hc1l (c4 : c8), 11−12 = c4hc1l + c9h{c2, c6}l (c6 : c2),
0102 = Path[c5hc4l c6hc5l ] (c7 : c5),
0112 = Path[c2hc1l c3hc2l ] (c4 : c2),
01−12 = Path[c8hc7l c9hc8l ] (c1 : c8).
(3) 5 weighings can identify the solution of 3(9) = Path[ChAlBhCl] by the following
super-coin construction method. LetC={c1, c2, . . . , c9}, c′1={c1, c2, c3}, c′2={c4, c5, c6},
c′3={c7, c8, c9} andC′={c′1, c′2, c′3};A={a1, a2, . . . , a9}, a′1={a1, a2, a3}, a′2={c4, a5, a6},
a′3={a7, a8, a9} andA′={a′1, a′2, a′3};B={b1, b2, . . . , b9},b′1={b1, b2, b3},b′2={b4, b5, b6},
b′3 = {b7, b8, b9} and B ′ = {b′1, b′2, b′3}. C′, A′, B ′ are sets of 3 super-coins (each super-
coin has three coins). Let SPath[C′hA′lB ′hC′l ]. It follows from the result on 12 given in
the above case (2) that 3 weighings can identify the solution of S (in each weighing of 12,
replacing single coin by the corresponding super-coin). Without loss of generality, suppose
that the solution of S is (b′1)h(c′1)l; the next two weighings can identify the heavier coin in
b′1 = {b1, b2, b3} and the lighter coin inc′1 = {c1, c2, c3}. 
Proof of Theorem 2. It sufﬁces to prove that 2k + q weighings can identify the solu-
tion of Ghl(nq · 3k) for q = 3, nq = 5. We need only verify that the three conditions of
Lemma 6 hold.
(1) For 1(5)=AhBl. LetA={a1, a2, . . . , a5},A−1={a1, a2},A1={a4, a5},A0={a3};
B = {b1, b2, . . . , b5}, B−1 = {b1, b2}, B1 = {b4, b5}, B0 = {b3}.
The ﬁrst weighing L : R = A−1 ∪ B−1 : A1 ∪ B1 = {a1, a2, b1, b2} : {a4, a5, b4, b5}
(N = A0 ∪ B0 = {a3, b3}). It follows from Eq. (15) that
01 = {a1, a2}h{b1, b2}l + a3hb3l + {a4, a5}h{b4, b5}l, (|01| = 9)
11 = Path[a3h{b1, b2}l{a4, a5}hb3l ], (|11| = 8)
−11 = Path[a3h{b4, b5}l{a1, a2}hb3l ]. (11)
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The second weighing: L(01) : R(01)= {a1, a4, b4} : {a2, a5, b5} and L(11) : R(11)=
{b1, a4} : {b2, a5}; the third weighing is given in the bracket behind.
001 = a3hb3l + a4hb4l + a5hb5l (a4 : a5), 101 = a4hb1l + a5hb2l (a4 : a5),
011 =a2h{b1, b2}l+a5hb4l (b1 : b2), 111 = Path[a3hb1l a5hb3l ] ({a1, a2} : {a3, b3}),
0−11 = a1h{b1, b2}l + a4hb5l (b1 : b2); 1−11 = Path[a3hb2l a4hb3l ] ({a1, a2} : {a3, b3}).
(2) For 2(5)=Chl. LetC={c1, c2, . . . , c5} andC−1={c1, c2},C1={c4, c5},C0={c3}.
The test-set of the ﬁrst weighing is given by L : R = C−1 : C1. By Eq. (14),
02 = {c1, c2}hl + {c4, c5}hl,
12 = Path[c3h{c1, c2}l{c4, c5}hc3l ],
−12 = Path[c3h{c4, c5}l{c1, c2}hc3l ].
Let L(02) : R(02) = L(12) : R(12) = {c1, c4} : {c2, c5}. −12 12 is resolved by the
Isomorphism Theorem. The third weighing is given in the bracket behind.
002 = ∅,
012 = c2hc1l + c5hc4l (c2 : c5),
0−12 = c1hc2l + c4hc5l (c1 : c4);
102 = c4hc1l + c5hc2l (c4 : c5),
112 = Path[c3hc1l c5hc3l ] (c4 : c3),
1−12 = Path[c3hc2l c4hc3l ] (c5 : c3).
(3) q + 1= 4 weighings can identify the solution of 3(5)= Path[ChAlBhCl]. Let
A= {a1, a2, . . . , a5}, A−1 = {a1, a2}, A1 = {a4, a5}, A0 = {a3};
B = {b1, b2, . . . , b5}, B−1 = {b1, b2}, B1 = {b4, b5}, B0 = {b3};
C = {c1, c2, . . . , c5}, C−1 = {c1, c2}, C1 = {c4, c5}, C0 = {c3}.
and L=A−1 ∪B−1 ∪C−1={a1, a2} ∪ {b1, b2} ∪ {c1, c2}, R=A1 ∪B1 ∪C1={a4, a5} ∪
{b4, b5} ∪ {c4, c5}, and N = {a3} ∪ {b3} ∪ {c3}. It follows from Eq. (15) that
03 = Path[{c1, c2}h{a1, a2}l{b1, b2}h{c1, c2}l] + Path[c3ha3l b3hc3l ]
+ Path[{c4, c5}h{a4, a5}l{b4, b5}h{c4, c5}l],
13 = Path[c3h{a1, a2}lb3h{c1, c2}l] + Path[{c4, c5}ha3l {b4, b5}hc3l ]
+ Path[{c4, c5}h{a1, a2}l{b4, b5}h{c1, c2}l],
−13 = Path[c3h{a4, a5}lb3h{c4, c5}l] + Path[{c1, c2}ha3l {b1, b2}hc3l ]
+ Path[{c1, c2}h{a4, a5}l{b1, b2}h{c4, c5}l].
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The second weighing: L(03) : R(03) = {b1, b4, a4} : {b2, b5, a5}; L(13) : R(13) =
{c1, c4, a5} : {c2, c5, c3}; −13 13 is resolved by the Isomorphism Theorem.
003 = {c1, c2}h{a1, a2}l + Path[c3ha3l b3hc3l ] + b4ha4l + b5ha5l , (|003 | = 9)
013 = b2h{a1, a2}l + b2h{c1, c2}l + Path[{c4, c5}ha4l b5h{c4, c5}l], (|013 | = 9)
0−13 = b1h{a1, a2}l + b1h{c1, c2}l + Path[{c4, c5}ha5l b4h{c4, c5}l], (013 )
103 = b3h{a1, a2}l + {b4, b5}ha3l + {b4, b5}h{a1, a2}l, (|103 | = 8)
113 = c5h{a1, a2, a3}l + {b4, b5, b3}hc1l + c3h{a1, a2}l, (|113 | = 8)
1−13 = {b4, b5, b3}hc2l + c4h{a1, a2, a3}l + {b4, b5}hc3l . (113 )
The third weighing: L(003 ) : R(003 )= {c1, b4} : {c2, b5}; L(013 ) : R(013 )= {a1, c1, c3} :
{a2, c2, c5} (c3 is a good coin); L(103 ) : R(103 ) = {a1, b4} : {a2, b5}; L(113 ) : R(113 ) =
{b1, b2} : {c1, c5} (b1 and b2 are two good coins). The fourth weighing is given in the
bracket behind.
0003 = Path[c3ha3l b3hc3l ] (c1 : c3),
0013 = c2h{a1, a2}l + b5ha5l (a1 : a2),
00−13 = c1h{a1, a2}l + b4ha4l (a1 : a2),
1003 = b4ha1l + b5ha2l (b4 : b5),
1013 = Path[b3ha1l b5ha3l ] ({a4, b4} : {a3, b3}),
10−13 = Path[b3ha2l b4ha3l ] ({a5, b5} : {a3, b3}),
0103 = Path[c4ha4l b5hc4l ] (c1 : c4),
0113 = b2h{a1, c1}l + c5ha4l (a1 : c1),
01−13 = b2h{a2, c2}l + b5hc5l (a2 : c2),
1103 = c3h{a1, a2}l (a1 : a2),
1113 = c5h{a1, a2, a3}l (a1 : a2),
11−13 = {b4, b5, b3}hc1l (b4 : b5).
The proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
4. Proof of Lemma 6
In order to prove Lemma 6, it sufﬁces to construct an algorithmA by which the solution
of S = Ghl(nq · 3k) can be identiﬁed in 2k + q weighings. The test-sets of the former k
weighings of the expected algorithmA are always chosen by TOP. By the Isomorphism
Class Theorem and the IsomorphismTheorem, we need only give the latter k+q weighings
of S0r1s (r + s = k).
After the former k weighings are determined by TOP, some coins are known to be
good (the coins which are not contained in V (S0r1s ) must be good). The task of choosing
test-sets will become easier by using these good coins to balance the two pans of the scale.
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To determine the number of good coins, we know from Lemma 3 that S0k =∑Ik∈kGIkhl
and for s1, S0r1s = ∑Ir∈r
∑
I′sJ′s G
Ir I′s
h G
IrJ′s
l . Thus, V (S0k ) = {GIk |Ik ∈ k} and
V (S0r1s )={GIr I′s |Ir ∈ r ; I′s ∈ {0, 1}s ∪ {0,−1}s} as I′s , J′s ∈ sand I′s  J′s implies that
I′s ∈ {0, 1}s and J′s ∈ {0,−1}s . Therefore, V (S0r1s ) contains nq · 3r · (2s + 2s)− nq · 3r =
nq · 3r · (2s+1− 1) coins (I′s = 0s belongs to both {0, 1}s and {0,−1}s). This means that we
have found g(s)nq · 3k − nq · 3r · (2s+1 − 1)= nq · 3r · (3s − 2s+1 + 1) good coins after
k = r + s weighings. We note that g(s) = 0 if s = 0, 1 and g(s)2nq · 3r if s2; so we
classify S0r1s (r + s = k) into the following three cases: (1) S0k ; (2) S0k−11; and (3) S0r1s
(2sk, r = k − s). The following Lemmas 7–9 state that k + q weighings can identify
the solution of cases (1), (2), and (3):
Lemma 7. If qweighings can identify the solution of2(nq)=Chl(nq), then k+q weighings
can identify the solution of S0k .
Lemma 8. Suppose thatA,B,C are sets of nq coins and pairwise disjoint. If q+1 weigh-
ings can identify the solution of3(nq)=Path[ChAlBhCl], then k+q weighings can identify
the solution of S0k−11.
Lemma 9. Suppose that 2sk, r = k − s and A,B are sets of nq coins, A ∩ B = ∅. If
q weighings can identify the solution of 1(nq)=AhBl, then k + q weighings can identify
the solution of S0r1s .
Since the three conditions of Lemma 6 are the same as those of Lemmas 7,8,9, Lemma
6 will be proved if the proofs of Lemmas 7–9 are completed.
Proof of Lemma 7. Recall that S0k =∑Ik∈k GIkhl , where GIk are sets of nq coins and
pairwise disjoint. We note that n|{Ik|Ik ∈ k}| = 3k , thus, S0k can be rewritten as S0k =∑n
i=1(Ci)hl, where Ci (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) are sets of nq coins and pairwise disjoint. We will
prove that k + q weighings can identify the solution of S0k by the following super-coin
construction method. On the one hand, let C = {c1, c2, . . . , cnq } and T be the search tree
determined by the given assumption that q weighings can identify the solution of 2(nq)=
Chl. On the other hand, let Ci ={c1i , c2i , . . . , c
nq
i } for i= 1, 2, . . . , n. Form= 1, 2, . . . , nq ,
let wm = {cmi |1 in}. Furthermore, let W = {wm|1mnq}.Thus, W is a set of nq
super-coins (each super-cion contains n= 3k coins).
Now we construct a new search tree T ′ of SWhl: replacing single coin cm by the
corresponding super-coin wm in each weighing of the search tree T . It follows from the
assumption on 2(nq) that q weighings can identify the solution of S in the sense of a
super-coin. Without loss of generality, if the solution of S is wm1h w
m2
l (m1 
= m2) then the
corresponding search domain of S0k is
∑n
i=1 (c
m1
i )h(c
m2
i )l. ConsideringG={cm1i |1 in}
and applying Proposition 1, log3n = k weighings can identify the heavier coin cm1i0 in G
and the lighter coin must be cm2i0 which is uniquely determined by this known heavier coin.
Hence, q + k weighings sufﬁce to identify the solution of S0k . 
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Proof of Lemma 8. Since S0k−11=∑Ik−1∈k−1
∑
ij G
Ik−1i
h G
Ik−1j
l and i  j ⇔ (i, j) ∈{(1, 0), (1,−1), (0,−1)}, we have
S0k−11 =
∑
Ik−1∈k−1
Path[GIk−10h GIk−1−1l GIk−11h GIk−10l ].
If k=1, S1=Path[G0hG−1l G1hG0l ]3(nq) (|G0|=|G−1|=|G1|=nq ). By the assumption
on 3(nq), 1+q weighings sufﬁce for S1. For k2, we note that n|{Ik−1|Ik−1 ∈ k−1}|=
3k−1 and for all Ik−1 ∈ k−1, GIk−10, GIk−1−1, GIk−11 are sets of nq coins and pairwise
disjoint. Thus, S0k−11 can be rewritten as
S0k−11 =
n∑
i=1
Path[(Ci)h(Ai)l(Bi)h(Ci)l],
where Ai, Bi, Ci (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) are sets of nq coins and pairwise disjoint. We will
prove that k + q weighings can identify the solution of S0k−11 by the following super-coin
construction method. On the one hand, let C = {c1, c2, . . . , cnq }, A = {a1, a2, . . . , anq },
B={b1, b2, . . . , bnq } andT be the search tree determined by the given assumption that q+1
weighings can identify the solution of 3(nq) = Path[ChAlBhCl]. On the other hand, let
Ci={c1i , c2i , . . . , c
nq
i },Ai={a1i , a2i , . . . , a
nq
i } andBi={b1i , b2i , . . . , b
nq
i } for i=1, 2, . . . , n.
Form=1, 2, . . . , nq , letwm={cmi |1 in}, um={ami |1 in} and vm={bmi |1 in}.
Furthermore, let W = {wm|1mnq}, U = {um|1mnq} and V = {vm|1mnq}.
Thus, U , V ,W are sets of nq super-coins (each super-coin contains n= 3k−1 single coins).
Now we construct a new search tree T ′ of SPath[WhUlVhWl]: replacing single coin
cm, am, bm by the corresponding super-coin wm, um, vm in each weighing of the search
tree T . It follows from the assumption on 3(nq) that q + 1 weighings can identify the
solution of S in the sense of a super-coin. Without loss of generality, suppose the solution
of S is wm1h u
m2
l . Then, the corresponding search domain of S0k−11 is
∑n
i=1 (c
m1
i )h(a
m2
i )l.
Considering G = {cm1i |1 in} and applying Proposition 1, log3 n = k − 1 weighings
can identify the heavier coin cm1i0 in G and the lighter coin must be a
m2
i0
which is uniquely
determined by this known heavier coin. Hence, (q+1)+ (k−1)= k+q weighings sufﬁce
to identify the solution of S0k−11. 
Proposition 2. Suppose 2sk and r = k − s. If q weighings can identify the solution
of 1(nq)=AhBl, then m+ q weighings can identify the solution ofS(m; 0) (0mr),
where
S(m; 0)
∑
Im∈m
G
0r−mIm1s
h G
0r−mIm(−1s )
l . (21)
Proof. Since |S(m; 0)| = 3mn2q3m+q , it is possible to identify the solution ofS(m; 0)
by m+ q weighings. The proof is constructive and induction on m. For m= 0,S(0; 0)=
G
0r1s
h G
0r (−1s )
l 1(nq). By the assumption on 1(nq), q weighings sufﬁce to identify the
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solution of S(0; 0). For 1mr , let Im = iIm−1 then {Im|Im ∈ m} = {iIm−1|i =
−1, 0, 1; Im−1 ∈ m−1}; thus,
S(m; 0)=
∑
Im−1∈m−1
(
G
0r−m(−1)Im−11s
h(∗L) G
0r−m(−1)Im−1(−1s )
l
+G0r−m0Im−11sh G0r−m0Im−1(−1s )l
+G0r−m1Im−11sh(∗R) G0r−m1Im−1(−1s )l
)
.
Let
L= {G0r−m(−1)Im−11s |Im−1 ∈ m−1},
R = {G0r−m1Im−11s |Im−1 ∈ m−1}.
(L and R are marked by (∗L), (∗R) in S(m; 0)). After performing the weighing L : R
(|L| = |R|, L ∩ R = ∅), it follows from Eqs. (3) and (4) that
S1 =
∑
Im−1∈m−1
G
0r−m1Im−11s
h G
0r−m1Im−1(−1s )
l ,
S−1 =
∑
Im−1∈m−1
G
0r−m(−1)Im−11s
h G
0r−m(−1)Im−1(−1s )
l ,
S0 =
∑
Im−1∈m−1
G
0r−m0Im−11s
h G
0r−m0Im−1(−1s )
l .
Clearly,S−1S1S0 =S(m − 1; 0). The hypothesis and the Isomorphism Theorem
imply that we can identify the solution ofS0,S1,S−1 by (m− 1)+ q weighings. Thus,
we can identify the solution ofS(m; 0) by 1+ (m− 1)+ q =m+ q weighings. 
Generalization of Lemma 9. Suppose 2sk and r= k− s. If q weighings can identify
the solution of 1(nq) = AhBl, then  + r + q weighings can identify the solution of
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S(r; ) (0s), where
S(r; )
∑
Ir∈r
∑
I′J′
G
Ir1s−I′
h G
Ir (−1s−)J′
l . (22)
In particular, k + q weighings can identify the solution of S0r1s .
Proof. Since |{(I′, J′)|I′  J′}| = 3 and |{Ir |Ir ∈ r}| = 3r , |S(r; )| = 3r · 3 ·
n2q3+r+q , it is possible to identify the solution ofS(r; ) by + r + q weighings. The
proof is constructive and induction on . If = 0, thenS(r; )=∑Ir∈r GIr1sh GIr (−1s )l =
S(r; 0) (letm= r in Eq. (21)). By Proposition 2, r+ q weighings can identify the solution
ofS(r; 0). For 1, we have the following two facts:
{Ir |Ir ∈ {−1, 0, 1}r} ⇔ {Ir |Ir > 0r} ∪ {Ir |Ir < 0r} ∪ {Ir |Ir = 0r},
{(I′, J′)|I′  J′} = {(iI′−1, jJ′−1)|(i, j)= (1, 0), (1,−1), (0,−1); I′−1  J′−1}.
S(r; ) can be rewritten as
∑
I′−1J′−1
∑
Ir>0r
Path[GIr1s−0I
′
−1
h(∗L) G
Ir (−1s−)(−1)J′−1
l G
Ir1s−1I′−1
h G
Ir (−1s−)0J′−1
l(∗L) ]
+
∑
I′−1J′−1
∑
Ir<0r
Path[GIr1s−0I
′
−1
h(∗R) G
Ir (−1s−)(−1)J′−1
l G
Ir1s−1I′−1
h G
Ir (−1s−)0J′−1
l(∗R) ]
+
∑
I′−1J′−1
Path[G0r1s−0I
′
−1
h(∗R) G
0r (−1s−)(−1)J′−1
l G
0r1s−1I′−1
h G
0r (−1s−)0J′−1
l(∗R) ].
Let L be the collection of all sets which are marked by (∗L), and R be the collection of all
sets which are marked by (∗R). We note that |L| 
= |R|. If we deﬁne
()|R| − |L|
= |{G0r1s−0I′−1 |I′−1 ∈ {0, 1}−1} ∪ {G0r (−1s−)0J
′
−1 |J′−1 ∈ {0,−1}−1}|,
then ()= nq(2− 1) if = s, nq2 if 1s − 1. Since the number of the known good
coins g(s) = nq · 3r · (3s − 2s+1 + 1)() does not hold only if  = s = 2, r = 0 (this
exceptional caseS(0; 2) = S11 will be resolved separately), we can choose () coins to
balance the scale. After performing the weighing L ∪ {() good coins } : R, it follows
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from Eqs. (3) and (4) that
S1(r; )=
∑
I′−1J′−1

∑
Ir>0r
G
Ir1s−1I′−1
h G
Ir (−1s−)0J′−1
l
+
∑
Ir<0r
G
Ir1s−0I′−1
h G
Ir (−1s−)(−1)J′−1
l
+G0r1s−0I
′
−1
h G
0r (−1s−)(−1)J′−1
l

 ,
S−1(r; )=
∑
I′−1J′−1

∑
Ir>0r
G
Ir1s−0I′−1
h G
Ir (−1s−)(−1)J′−1
l
+
∑
Ir<0r
G
Ir1s−1I′−1
h G
Ir (−1s−)0J′−1
l
+G0r1s−1I
′
−1
h G
0r (−1s−)0J′−1
l

 ,
S0(r; )=
∑
I′−1J′−1

∑
Ir>0r
G
Ir1s−1I′−1
h G
Ir (−1s−)(−1)J′−1
l
+
∑
Ir<0r
G
Ir1s−1I′−1
h G
Ir (−1s−)(−1)J′−1
l
+G0r1s−1I
′
−1
h G
0r (−1s−)(−1)J′−1
l


.
We haveS−1(r; )S1(r; )S0(r; )=S(r; − 1). The hypothesis and the Isomor-
phism Theorem imply that we can identify the solution ofS0(r; ),S1(r; ),S−1(r; )
by ( − 1) + r + q weighings. Thus, we can identify the solution of S(r; ) by 1 +
( − 1) + r + q =  + r + q weighings. By assuming  = s in Eq. (22), we have
S(r; s) =∑Ir∈r
∑
I′sJ′sG
Ir I′s
h G
IrJ′s
l = S0r1s . Thus, s + r + q = k + q weighings can
identify the solution of S0r1s .
The exceptional caseS(0; 2)=S11. By Lemma 3, S11=∑I2J2 GI2h GJ2l . By Remark 3,{(I2, J2)|I2  J2}={(i1i2, j1j2)|(11,−1−1), (11,−10), (11, 0−1), (11, 00), (10,−1−
1), (10, 0− 1), (01,−1− 1), (01,−10), (00,−1− 1)}, i.e.,
S11 =G11h G−1−1l +G11h G−10l +G11h G0−1l +G11h G00l +G10h G−1−1l
+G10h G0−1l +G01h G−1−1l +G01h G−10l +G00h G−1−1l .
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Now the number of the known good coins g(s)= nq · 3r · (3s − 2s+1 + 1)= 2nq . In fact,
V (S11)= {G10,G11,G0−1,G00,G01,G−1−1,G−10}, i.e., G1−1 ∪G−11 is the set of 2nq
good coins. Let
L(S11) : R(S11)= {G0−1,G10,G00} : {G01,G−10, nq good coins }.
We have
S110 =G01h G−10l +G10h G0−1l +G11h G−1−1l ,
S111 =G01h G−1−1l +G11h G0−1l +G11h G00l ,
S11−1 =G11h G−10l +G10h G−1−1l +G00h G−1−1l .
Let L(S110) : R(S110) = G10 : G01, L(S111) : R(S111) = G00 : G0−1, L(S11−1) :
R(S11−1)=G10 : G00. Then,
S1100 =G11h G−1−1l , S1101 =G01h G−10l , S110−1 =G10h G0−1l ;
S1110 =G01h G−1−1l , S1111 =G11h G00l , S111−1 =G11h G0−1l ;
S11−10 =G11h G−10l , S11−11 =G00h G−1−1l , S11−1−1 =G10h G−1−1l .
We see that all nine search domains are isomorphic to 1(nq)= AhBl. The assumption on
1(nq) implies that q weighings can identify the solution of the above nine search domains.
Thus, 2+ q weighings can identify the solution of S11. 
Concluding remark. We note that the result of Theorem 1 is perfect, but that of Theorem
2 is just ‘good enough’. How can we make the gap U(2k + 1) −NA2(2k + 1) smaller?
Lemma 6 gives a general method of approximating the information-theoretic upper bound
U(2k+1) for k1 arbitrarily. For example, let q=4 and nq =9 (q=3, nq =5) in Lemma
6; Theorem 1 (Theorem 2) is proved by verifying that all conditions of Lemma 6 holds.
The corresponding values ofN(k) are listed in the third row of Table 1. The corresponding
values ofN(k) in the fourth (ﬁfth) row are obtained by letting q = 4, nq = 9 and q = 7,
nq = 46 (q = 4, nq = 9 and q = 9, nq = 140) in Lemma 6. It is evident thatN(k) in the
ﬁfth row are closer to U(k) than those in the third and fourth rows.
Verifying the conditions of Lemma 6 is much easier than constructing a whole search
procedure of 2k + q weighings on the search domain of cardinality nq3k because at most
q + 1 weighings on search domains 1, 2, 3 of smaller cardinality nq are needed to be
constructed. Furthermore, the ideas and techniques of Lemma 6 can be used to solve other
models (Ghh,hl(n) and G[2](n), see [21]). Thus, all ﬁve models of the two counterfeit coin
problem can be resolved in the frame of Lemma 6.
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Table 1
The comparison of the values of U(k) andN(k)
k 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 · · ·
U(k) 5 9 16 27 47 81 140 243 421 729 1263 2187 3788 · · ·
N(k) 5 9 15 27 45 81 135 243 405 729 1215 2187 3645 · · ·
N(k) 9 27 46 81 138 243 414 729 1242 2187 3726 · · ·
N(k) 9 27 81 140 243 420 729 1260 2187 3780 · · ·
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